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Lamivudine prophylaxis is an effective strategy in HbSAg-positive patients receiving cancer chemotherapy. Recent data
indicate that a lamividune-prophylaxis strategy results in a decrease of hepatitis B virus (HBV) reactivation rates, though
its effect on HBV-mortality remains equivocal. This report evaluates the benefits from this strategy among lymphoma
patients and develops a management approach for patients with prolonged immunosuppression. A Medline search was
conducted to retrieve published trials on HBsAg-positive lymphoma patients receiving prophylactic lamivudine during
chemotherapy. Basic inclusion criterion was to report HBV-reactivation rates with and without lamivudine prophylax-
is. A meta-analysis of the risk of HBV-reactivation and HBV-related mortality was conducted, and the pooled effect was
calculated as risk ratio (RR). We found that lamivudine prophylaxis is associated with a significant reduction in hepati-
tis B virus reactivation (RR 0.21, 95%CI 0.13-0.35) and a trend in reducing HBV-related mortality (RR 0.68, 95%CI 0.19-
2.49). In order to study the long-term effects of anti-HBV prophylaxis when prolonged immunosuppression is needed,
we used our findings to model a decision tree. Overall survival was the main outcome used in the analysis. Rituximab
maintenance in B-cell lymphomas was used as a paradigm of prolonged immunosuppression. We found that extended
anti-HBV prophylaxis can improve survival rates by 2.4% in HBsAg-positive patients. If 1,000 HBsAg-positive lym-
phoma patients receive prophylaxis, one will die from hepatitis B virus reactivation versus 25/1,000 if no prophylaxis is
administered. This effect is probably mediated through a reduction of hepatitis B virus reactivation and HBV-related
mortality. The ideal antiviral agent needs to be determined.
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ABSTRACT

Introduction

Between 350 and 400 million people globally are chronic
hepatitis B surface antigen carriers (HbSAg). Complications of
HBV infection, including acute liver failure, cirrhosis and
hepatocellular carcinoma, are responsible for an estimated 1.2
million deaths per year, placing HBV among the most signifi-
cant global health burdens. With reactivation of HBV being
frequently reported in the setting of concomitant immuno-
suppression, cytotoxic chemotherapy and transplantation,
HBsAg carriers are the focus of considerable investigation
including the role of prophylactic antiviral therapy.1-4

Lamivudine, a nucleoside analogue, is an effective suppres-
sor of hepatitis B virus (HBV) replication that reduces HBV
DNA in serum and improves liver injury in patients with
chronic hepatitis B. Lamividune is well-tolerated and provides

an excellent long-term safety profile.5 Although the incidence
of resistance due to mutated tyrosine-methionine-aspartate-
aspartate motif of the HBV DNA polymerase gene (the
YMDD mutation) may rise up to 20% at first year,6,7 it
remains a widely used prophylaxis strategy. A recent system-
atic review of published trials suggested that preventive
lamivudine may reduce the risk of HBV reactivation and asso-
ciated morbidity in HbSAg-positive patients receiving cancer
chemotherapy.8 Lamivudine effects were unidirectional in
favor of prophylaxis and the lamivudine prophylaxis strategy
was also associated with a 70% reduction in reactivation-
related mortality.8 Based on level III evidence, the American
Association for the study of Liver Diseases recommended in
2004 the continuation of lamivudine prophylaxis for six
months after completion of chemotherapy,6 and extended this
period to more than six months in the 2007 update, for those



patients with high baseline HBV DNA (defined as
serum HBV DNA >2×104 copies/mL).9 However, the
power of these studies was limited by small sample
sizes, heterogeneity of the studied populations and the
lack of a valid comparison with newer anti-HBV
agents.10 Also, published meta-analyses so far,8,10,11 did
not discriminate between the effect of prophylaxis on
lymphoma and the effect on solid tumors, nor did they
address the question of prolonging such a strategy
when maintenance immunosuppressive therapy is indi-
cated. For example, Martyak et al.8 provided a pooled
estimate of HBV reactivation risk but in a limited num-
ber of hematologic studies. Also, previous studies did
not provide an insight on the management of patients
receiving prolonged immunosuppression, a strategy
that is often used among lymphoma patients.

The aim of this report is to estimate the effect of pro-
phylactic lamivudine on the risk of HBV reactivation
and HBV-mortality in HBsAg positive lymphoma
patients undergoing chemotherapy or immunotherapy.
Bone marrow transplant recipients were excluded. Then
we used our findings from the meta-analysis to assess
the feasibility of prophylaxis strategy in cases for whom
prolonged immunosuppression may be needed (typical-
ly during the extended rituximab maintenance of
CD20+ B-cell indolent lymphomas).

Design and Methods

In order to identify studies, we performed a Medline
search up to December 2008 and a cross-reference man-
ual search of abstracts and relevant reviews to identify
additional relevant studies. Hepatitis B virus, reactivation
and lymphoma were used as search terms. HBV reactiva-
tion rates and HBV related deaths were extracted. Two
authors (PDZ, PK) independently performed the litera-
ture review and assessed all potentially relevant publica-
tions. All relevant publications were retrieved in full
text. Any emerging discrepancies were resolved by con-
sensus between the authors. The study was performed
according to the QUOROM statement12 and the check-
list was provided to the editors during the review
process.

The pooled effect of lamivudine prophylaxis in lym-
phoma patients can be calculated as Risk Ratio (RR) by
summarizing studies reporting reactivation rates with
or without lamivudine prophylaxis using the predefined
criteria of Loomba et al.10 In brief, these criteria included
randomized, controlled trials or cohort studies that
allowed assessment of HBV-reactivation rate and HBV-
related death after the start of chemotherapy with and
without lamivudine prophylaxis. Trials were excluded if
relevant data could not be extracted or if they reported
non-lymphoma patients (such as studies on post-trans-
plantation patients, patients with rheumatological dis-
eases or HIV co-infection). 

Pooled RR was calculated according to the Mantel-
Haenszel method for fixed effects13,14 and DerSimonian
& Laird for random effects.15 Statistical heterogeneity
was measured using the χ2 Q test (p<0.10 is considered
representative of significant statistical heterogeneity)

and the I2 statistic, as previously described.16,17 Although
the selection of a random- vs. fixed-effects model
remains controversial, the use of the former in the cal-
culation of CIs results in wider intervals and thus, a
more conservative estimate of effects. Whenever het-
erogeneity is limited, a fixed-effects model appears
more appropriate.

The potential benefit of extending anti-HBV prophy-
laxis during the maintenance phase of lymphoma treat-
ment can be assessed using methods for decision analy-
sis.18 The decision tree was built to estimate the long-
term impact of anti-HBV prophylaxis in terms of 3-year
overall survival (3yrOS) in lymphoma patients receiving
extended 2-year rituximab maintenance. The two com-
peting strategies were to prolong anti-HBV prophylaxis
during that phase versus no prophylaxis. The clinical
benefit of the two strategies was calculated and graphi-
cally represented. One-way and two-way sensitivity
analyse were performed to ensure the validity of the
results. 

In our model, the basic assumptions were that: (a)
there is no significant mortality related to prophylaxis
regimen (as we confirmed by the results detailed in
Table 1), (b) the range of probabilities for reactivation
and HBV-associated mortality during the maintenance
phase lies within the limits reported in our meta-analy-
sis data and, (c) patients with no HBV reactivation and
survivors of HBV reactivation are able to achieve the
expected OS in lymphoma. RevMan 5 module (The
Nordic Cochrane Centre, The Cochrane Collaboration,
2008) and TreeAgePro 2008 (TreeAge Software, Inc.)
were used for statistical analysis and graphical represen-
tations.

Results

Studies evaluated in this report
The initial Medline search resulted in 95 potentially

relevant publications. Forty-four case reports, 8 review
papers, 3 studies in non-lymphoma neoplasias and one
study in non-humans were discarded. Of the 39 remain-
ing publications, 23 did not report the prophylactic use
of lamivudine and were eliminated. Of the 16 remain-
ing studies, HBV-reactivation data could be extracted in
9.19-27 The review articles added no further studies
(Online Supplementary Appendix, flow chart).

Lamivudine prophylaxis in lymphomas: where do 
we stand?

The 9 eligible studies are summarized in Table 1 and
included a total of 396 participants; 127 patients in the
prophylactic lamivudine arm and 269 patients in the
control group. The cumulative prevalence of HBV reac-
tivation in the prophylaxis group was 8.6% (11/127)
versus 50.6% (136/269) in the control group (Figure 1A). 

The reactivation rates in the current analysis did not
differ from those previously reported in a number of
small, uncontrolled studies in lymphoma patients.
Reactivation rates for patients not receiving prophylax-
is ranged from 54.5% to 100%,28-31 whereas reactivation
rates in prophylaxis trials did not exceed 5%.32,33
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Notably, in the largest prospective, randomized trial of
lamivudine prophylaxis for chemotherapy-associated
reactivation in non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL)
patients, the only factor that independently predicted
HBV reactivation in multivariable analysis was lamivu-
dine prophylaxis (odds ratio 0.04; 95% CI, 0.005-0.344).
Interestingly, although HBV reactivation did occur dur-
ing chemotherapy, both the incidence and the severity
of hepatitis flare were significantly reduced.19

The pooled effect of lamivudine prophylaxis on HBV
reactivation (Figure 1A) remained significant under the
fixed effects model (RR 0.21, 95%CI 0.13-0.35) with no
evidence of statistical heterogeneity between studies
(I2=0) despite the documented clinical heterogeneity. In
terms of HBV-related mortality, however, (Figure 1B),
the pooled effect of 8 studies reporting relevant clinical
data displays an insignificant decline (Table 2) from
5.9% (15/254) in the control group to 1.7% (2/117) in
the prophylaxis group (RR 0.68, 95%CI 0.19-2.49). 

The role of HBV-prevention strategy during 
maintenance therapy for B-non Hodgkin’s lymphomas 

We evaluated if a more prolonged prophylaxis,
extending up to two years, is necessary in the case of
CD20+ B-non Hodgkin’s lymphomas (B-NHLs). In order
to clarify the potential effect of antiviral prophylaxis, we
performed a decision analysis (Figure 2) to compare the
two competing strategies (the prolonged anti-HBV treat-
ment during maintenance phase with rituximab vs. no
prophylaxis). The main outcome measure was overall
survival at three years (3yrOS). All outcomes were based
on published series and current data (Table 2). A patient
entering the prophylaxis arm has an estimated risk of
8.6% (range 0.0-17.5%) to reactivate HBV-infection and

1.7% (range 0.0-7.7%) to die from disease flare.
Estimated probabilities in the no-prophylaxis arm are
50.6% (range 26.7%-85.0%) for reactivation and 5.9%
(0.0-16.7%) for HBV mortality, respectively. Unless HBV
death occurs, all patients are to achieve the estimated
3yrOS (85.1%).34 The expected benefit (EB) was calculat-
ed as the percent difference (incremental value) between
the averaged-out outcomes of the two arms, and
expressed the expected improvement in 3 yrOS. 

Sensitivity analysis and decision making
We performed one-way and two-way sensitivity

analyses to reinforce the validity of the assumptions and
robustness of the results. Initially, threshold analysis was
completed on each variable to determine whether the
decision altered within the probability range specified in
Table 2. At baseline the expected 3yrOS for prolonging
prophylaxis is estimated at 85.0% versus 82.6% for the
arm without antiviral prophylaxis. The net expected ben-
efit is therefore 2.4%, favoring the prophylaxis strategy.
The optimal path is to continue prophylaxis as long as
immunotherapy maintenance is administered. One-way
sensitivity analysis always favors the prophylaxis arm,
with an expected benefit in 3yrOS depending upon the
assumed probabilities presented in Table 2. The preemp-
tive strategy appears to be justified even when we
assume that the risk of reactivation in both arms positive-
ly correlates with the HBV-mortality rates (Figure 3A-D).
Importantly, we also performed two-way sensitivity
analysis evaluating the risk of HBV-associated death in
both arms, with the prophylaxis arm being the optimal
strategy in all possible scenarios. In other terms, provid-
ed that HBV-mortality in both arms varies within the
limits specified (Table 2), prophylaxis will always yield a

Table 1. Trials of prophylactic lamivudine in lymphoma patients for the prevention of hepatitis B reactivation.
Study, Year, Type of study N (n) HbeAg HBV DNA Chemotherapy Duration Dose Side
Reference Positive* Positive* of lamivudine effects

prophylaxis

Hsu et al., 200819 Prospective/ 51(25) 8/25vs2/26 NR CHOP Day 1 to 2 months 100 mg/d NR
Multicenter after chemotherapy

Idilman et al., 200420 Prospective/ 7(4) None None CHOP, ABVD Day 1 to 12 months 100 mg/d No
Single center after chemotherapy

Lau et al., 200321 Randomized/ 30 (15) 4/15vs4/15 5/15vs3/15 CHOP,COP, Day-7 to 1.5 months 100 mg/d No
Single center CEOP, ABVD after chemotherapy

Leaw et al., 200422 Retrospective/ 64(11) NR NR CEOP, BACOP, Day 1 to 1 month 100 mg/d No
Single Center ACVBP, PACEBOM after chemotherapy

Lee et al., 200323 Retrospective/ 31(11) 5/20vs7/11 6/20vs5/11 CHOP, EDAP, NR 100 mg/d NR
Single Center proMACE/cytaBOM

Li et al., 200624 Retrospective/ 156 (40) 47/116vs23/40 NR Anthracycline Day -7 to 3 months 100 mg/d No
Single Center based after chemotherapy

Persico et al., 200225 Retrospective/ 21 (3) None None NR During chemotherapy to 100 mg/d NR
Multicenter 2 months thereafter 

Shibolet et al., 200226 Prospective/ 11 (7) 3 (total) 7 (total) CHOP,ABVD, Day 1 to 7 months 150 mg/d No
Single center MOPP, MACOP after chemotherapy

Tsutsumi et al., 200827 Retrospective/ 25 (10) NR NR Rituximab NR NR NR
Multicenter +/-Chemo (NR)

N: total number of patients; n: patients on lamivudine Px; NR: not reported.*reported as control vs. prophylaxis group.



clinical benefit in overall survival. Finally, two-way
analysis on probabilities of reactivation with or without
correlation with HBV-mortality risks, displayed the
superiority of the prophylaxis arm (Figure 4 A and B). 

Discussion

We evaluated the effect of prophylactic lamivudine
on the risk of HBV reactivation and HBV-mortality in
HBsAg positive lymphoma patients undergoing

chemotherapy or immunotherapy. The first part of this
report focused on the protective effect of lamivudine
prophylaxis and demonstrated a significant decline in
HBV reactivation and a trend in HBV-related deaths.
The second part of the study focused on the decision
making process, and demonstrated that the prophylaxis
strategy during chemotherapy extended throughout the
maintenance phase is the optimal strategy in terms of
long-term outcome.

A previous decision analysis model also indicated that
lamivudine prophylaxis was the preferred strategy for
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Figure 1. (A) Forest plot of
the included studies
assessing HBV reactivation
in lymphoma patients
under treatment. The
pooled effect of lamivudine
prophylaxis justifies its pre-
emptive use for the risk of
HBV reactivation. (B) Forest
plot of the included studies
assessing HBV-associated
mortality in lymphoma
patients under treatment.
Lamivudine prophylaxis is
associated with an insignif-
icant decline in mortality
rates. 

A

B

Table 2. Outcomes and utilities assigned to the decision-tree.
Probabilitiy (%) Sensitivity analysis (%) Ref. EB(%) Decision

(a) Outcomes
Reactivation on Px 8.6 0.0-17.5 Figure 1A 2.5 to 2.3 Px

(2.5 to 1.4)*
Reactivation without Px 50.6 26.7-85.0 Figure 1A 1.2 to 4.1 Px

(-0.1to12.0)*
HBV mortality on Px 1.7 0.0-7.7 Figure 1B 2.5 to 2.0 Px
HBV mortality without Px 5.9 0.0-16.7 Figure 1B -0.1to 7.0% >0.3% Px
(b) Utilities (3yrOS,%)
Lymphoma related survival 85.1% 80-90 34 2.3-2.6 Px
(R-CHOP Immunochemotherapy)

EB: net expected benefit in OS (calculated incremental value %),Px=lamivudine prophylaxis. *Assuming that % probability of reactivation correlates positively with HBV
mortality, i.e. the more reactivations occur the more HBV deaths are expected.

Lamivudine Px No Px Risk Ratio Risk Ratio
Study or Subgroup Events Total Events Total Weight M-H, Fixed, 95% CI M-H, Fixed, 95% CI

Lamivudine Px No Px Risk Ratio Risk Ratio
Study or Subgroup Events Total Events Total Weight M-H, Random, 95% CI M-H, Random, 95% CI

Hsu et al., 200819 3 26 14 25 16.6% 0.21 [0.07, 0.63]
Idilman et al., 200420 0 4 2 3 3.2% 0.16 [0.01, 2.47]
Lau et al., 200321 0 15 8 15 9.9% 0.06 [0.00, 0.94]
Leaw et al., 200422 0 11 17 53 7.4% 0.13 [0.01, 1.99]
Lee et al., 200323 1 11 17 20 14.1% 0.11 [0.02, 0.70]
Li et al., 200624 7 40 60 116 35.8% 0.34 [0.17, 0.68]
Persico et al., 200225 0 3 12 18 5.1% 0.19 [0.01, 2.59]
Shibolet et al., 200226 0 7 2 4 3.6% 0.13 [0.01, 2.10]
Tsutsumi Y., 200827 0 10 4 15 4.3% 0.16 [0.01, 2.71]

Total (95% CI) 127 269 100.0% 0.21 [0.13, 0.35]

Total events 11 136
Heterogeneity: Chi2=3.42, df=8 (p=0.91); I2=0%
Test for overall effect: Z=6.05 (p<0.00001)

Hsu et al., 200819 2 26 0 25 18.9% 4.81 [0.24, 95.58]
Idilman et al., 200420 0 4 0 3 Not estimable
Lau et al., 200321 0 15 0 15 Not estimable
Leaw et al., 200422 0 11 5 53 21.1% 0.41 [0.02, 6.91]
Lee et al., 200323 0 11 1 20 17.3% 0.58 [0.03, 13.22]
Li et al., 200624 0 40 6 116 20.7% 0.22 [0.01, 3.81]
Persico et al., 200225 0 3 3 18 22.1% 0.68 [0.04, 10.72]
Shibolet et al., 200226 0 7 0 4 Not estimable
Tsutsumi Y., 200827 0 0 0 0 Not estimable

Total (95% CI) 117 254 100.0% 0.68 [0.19, 2.49]

Total events 2 15
Heterogeneity: Tau2=0.00, Chi2=2.39, df=4 (p=0.67); I2=0%
Test for overall effect: Z=0.58 (p=0.56)

*Tsutsumi does not report data in HBV mortality

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favors Lamivudine Px Favors control

0.01 0.1 1 10 100
Favors Lamivudine Px Favors control
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most clinical event ranges, assuming a high cost for end-
stage treatment and a low cost for lamivudine.
Prophylaxis was effective in reducing both liver and
lymphoma related deaths with an incremental cost-
effectiveness ratio (ICER) of $33,514 per life year, and
therefore considered optimal compared with starting
lamivudine on evidence of overt hepatitis.35 It is reason-
able to assume that prolonging immunossupression dur-
ing the maintenance phase may inevitably expose lym-
phoma patients to the risk of HBV-reactivation.
Especially rituximab maintenance prolongs the disease-
free survival in patients with indolent lymphomas after
successful initial cytoreduction.34 The addition of ritux-
imab to anthracycline based chemotherapy was a mile-
stone in the development of front-line therapy for
CD20-positive B-cell lymphomas, virtually improving all
aspects of long-term prognosis, including disease-free,
progression-free and overall survival. Notably, a clinical
benefit of rituximab maintenance has also been
observed after different induction treatments such as rit-
uximab single agent therapy or polychemotherapy.
Current data indicate that rituximab maintenance can be
safely administered for up to two years, although assess-
ment of long-term safety requires longer follow-up.36 A
clinical benefit from maintenance strategies in diffuse
large B-cell lymphoma is less evident.37

However, data on HBV reactivation during rituximab
maintenance are lacking. None of the previously ana-
lyzed studies (Table 1, Figure 1) evaluated the risk of rit-
uximab alone vs. the risk of chemotherapy in terms of
HBV reactivation. This is not surprising since most of
these studies refer to CHOP or CHOP-like regimens as
standard protocols without concomitant immunothera-
py. In a recent series of patients with diffuse large B-cell

lymphoma treated with CHOP or R-CHOP regimens,
the use of rituximab was predictive of HBV reactiva-
tion,38 confirming a previous report27 that HBV reactiva-
tion occurs in patients treated with both rituximab
monotherapy and rituximab-containing chemotherapy.

Figure 2. Decision Tree: a clinical decision tree is a schematic dis-
play of the temporal and logical structure of a clinical situation in
which one or more decisions must be made. Squares represent
decision nodes from which two competing strategies originate.
They denote a point in time in which we can elect one of several
alternative courses of actions. Circles are chance nodes from
which a study leads to a particular outcome, beyond the control of
our decision. Terminal nodes (endpoints) represent the final out-
come (3yrOS) of a particular pathway. A path (or scenario) in a
decision tree is a particular sequence of actions beginning with a
particular choice at the initial decision node (Prolong Prophylaxis
vs. No Prophylaxis) and following a particular event or choice from
left to right. The decision tree compares the strategy of prolong-
ing prophylaxis with that of no prophylaxis. At baseline, the pro-
phylaxis strategy results in 2.4% net benefit in 3yrOS compared to
no prophylaxis, a positive benefit preserved for a wide range of
probabilities in sensitivity analysis. 

Figure 3. One way
sensitivity analysis on
probability of reacti-
vation under prophy-
laxis (ReactPx) and
without anti-HBV pro-
phylaxis (ReactNoPx).
(A, C) assume no cor-
relation with HBV-
related deaths. (B, D)
assume a positive
correlation.
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Moreover, rituximab has been associated with serious
viral infections including cytomegalovirus infection,
varicella-zoster infection and HBV infection, the latter
being the most frequent in a recent incidence-case
review,39 leading to a fatal outcome due to hepatic fail-
ure in half of the affected individuals. 

In clinical terms, under baseline assessment for HBV-
reactivation rates and HBV-related mortality without
prophylaxis, anti-HBV prophylaxis will effectively
reduce the number of patients who suffer HBV-reactiva-
tion and succumb to this complication. Practically, if
1,000 HBsAg-positive lymphoma patients receive pro-
phylaxis only one will die from HBV reactivation
(851/1,000 expected OS for lymphoma minus 850/1,000
in the prophylaxis arm) versus 25/1,000 if no prophylax-
is is administered (851/1,000 expected OS minus
826/1,000 expected survival without prophylaxis). The
positive impact on HBV-mortality is mediated in a
bimodal fashion, by minimizing the absolute risk of
HBV-reactivation as well as by reducing the clinical
severity of HBV flare.

Our analysis indicates that the beneficial effect of pro-
phylaxis peaks when the probability of reactivation
without prophylaxis maximizes, or when HBV-reacti-
vation under prophylaxis approaches zero. The ideal
scenario of zero HBV reactivation under prophylaxis
combined with maximal risk of reactivation without
prophylaxis results in a net benefit of 4.3% in survival
(85.1% expected OS for prophylaxis minus 80.8%
expected OS without prophylaxis) and 12.1% (85.1%
expected OS minus 73.0% expected OS) if reactivation
risks correlate with HBV-related mortality. In the latter
assumption, however, the no-prophylaxis arm would
be a viable option in the unlikely scenario that reactiva-
tion rates were both minimal (Figure 4B). 

As noted above, lamivudine was the first oral agent
for this indication and most studies reporting data on
escape mutants are from before the release of newer
potent antiviral agents. The Achilles heel of prophylac-
tic lamivudine and an area of substantial controversy, is
the development of lamivudine-resistant mutant strains
of HBV, which can cause hepatitis flare.40 Initial reports
in case series of HBV infection reported a mutation
range, specifically within the YMDD motif, from 20%

at first year up to 67% for longer duration. Importantly,
despite emergence of mutant strains, the clinical out-
comes were equivalent among chronic HBV carriers
with and without YMDD mutant HBV.41,42 Regarding
the incidence of lamivudine-resistant YMDD mutations
among chronic HbSAg carriers who receive lamivudine
prophylaxis, data are conflicting. For hematologic
malignancies, the reported rates vary from 3.1% to
7.7%.19,43 Among case series of patients receiving liver or
stem cell transplants, emergence of YMMD mutants is
signicantly increased, reaching up to 21% at first year
and 34% at two years.44,45 The reasons for development
of resistance are complex and include viral load and
patient compliance in particular. 

It may be the case for many patients with lymphoma
that lamivudine will remain extremely effective as long
as their viral loads are low, and the patient is compliant
with the medication. The survival advantage could be
maximized by selecting an antiviral agent with a similar
safety profile to lamivudine, but with negligible risk of
resistance in long-term administration. Recently, The
European Association for the Study of The Liver (EASL)
has recommended the prophylactic use of drugs with
low resistance rate as a prophylactic treatment in
HBsAg patients with high level of HBV DNA at base-
line. Lamivudine prophylaxis could still be recommend-
ed in cases of low HBV DNA.46 A similar strategy could
be effective in lymphoma patients combined with care-
ful on-treatment monitoring and the prompt modifica-
tion of therapy in cases of reactivation.47,48

Although the results of our research synthesis provide
significant support for the use of preventive lamivudine
during chemotherapy, our report is limited by the quali-
ty of data of the primary studies. First, in our analysis of
HBV-related mortality we included data from 2 patients
who died after discontinuation of lamivudine. In this
study lamivudine was interrupted only two months
after completion of therapy for lymphoma. Importantly,
the authors of the primary study as well as relevant
reviews included this outcome19,10 in the prophylactic
arm of lamivudine. It is considered that these 2 patients
had been exposed to the prophylactic effect of lamivu-
dine during chemotherapy (inevitably, their risk for reac-
tivation is expected to be different from those in the con-
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Figure 4. Two-way sen-
sitivity analysis, strate-
gy graph. (A) assumes
no correlation of reacti-
vation probability with
HBV-related death, (B)
assumes a positive cor-
relation. For a wide
range of probablities of
HBV reactivation, the
prophylaxis strategy is
the optimal choice in
terms of expected sur-
vival in HBsAg positive
lymphoma patients.
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trol group). Based on these previous reports, we included
these figures in the final analysis to defer selection bias.
Second, reactivation rates in patients treated with ritux-
imab remain largely unknown. Tsutsumi et al.27 in a small
cohort study, reported a cumulative 16%, with figures
varying from 20% for rituximab alone versus 100% for
those receiving rituximab plus corticosteroids. Given the
lack of definite evidence for rituximab, we adopted the
ranges reported for HBV reactivation during protocol
treatments in our 9 analyzed studies. Also, the small sam-
ple sizes did not allow us to perform subgroup analysis
and covariate adjustment because of lack of stratification
and standardization of outcomes based on important
baseline characteristics, such as HBV DNA, serum ALT
and HbeAg status (Table 1). Risk stratification according
to baseline serum ALT, HBV DNA, or HbeAg status can
not be made at this point. This remains an important
shortcoming of these studies and future trials should per-
form stratification of baseline characteristics. 

Moreover, the studies that addressed the issue of pre-
ventive lamivudine administration in lymphoprolifera-
tive disorders and were included in our study were het-
erogeneous and included different histological subtypes,
various pharmacological therapies, different duration of
treatment and small data sets. Finally, development of
alternative prophylactic strategies is hampered by the
lack of a valid comparison of lamivudine with newer
antiviral agents. It is of note that there is also accumulat-
ing evidence that patients who are negative for HBsAg
but positive for anti-HBc are still at risk for reactivation
of latent hepatitis B during and after chemotherapy, and
may be considered for prophylaxis.49-51 Although this
issue was not part of the focus of our manuscript, it may
soon arise as an important issue in future studies, given
that the addition of rituximab in standard chemotherapy
may further increase the risk of reactivation in this group
of patients.38

Despite its limitations, decision analysis might be
helpful in clinical situations where there are legitimate
treatment options and quality outcome data and point
out the best strategy, especially when the conclusion
remains stable over a wide range of estimates around
our baseline assessment. Variation among reported stud-
ies due to design, population, location and incidence of
hepatitis B, and date of completion results in a signifi-
cant clinical heterogeneity between studies. This hetero-
geneity is reflected in a wide range of reported probabil-
ities for analyzed outcomes, the most important being
probabilities of reactivation with and without lamivu-
dine prophylaxis. Sensitivity analysis, however, attenu-
ated these differences and displayed that prophylaxis is
the optimal choice in terms of long-term survival. Our
analysis at the current level of evidence supports the
practice that all patients diagnosed with lymphoma
should be screened for their HBV status. All HbSAg car-
riers should receive pre-emptive antiviral treatment dur-
ing immunochemotherapy, extending to include mainte-
nance phase. The strategy of prolonged prophylaxis can
further increase the survival rate in this patient popula-
tion, through a decrease in HBV reactivation rates and
HBV-related mortality.
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